
How To Use the Train Reaction® System

Lower handle and open hidden 
zippered pocket located just above handle. Pull adjustable TRS Strap from hidden pocket.

IMPORTANT: When finished using TRS, always stow the TRS strap back inside the 
hidden pocket. Failure to stow TRS Strap in zippered pocket will void warranty.

Fully extend handle, keep luggage aligned 
and tilt ensemble until it self balances on all 4 
wheels.

Slide TRS strap over leading piece’s retractable 
handle. Slide strap to the bottom of the handle.
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Add accessories and travel with ease. Place 
accessories on retractable handle and side-release 
buckle but be sure to have a perfect center of gravity.
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Check-In XL7. 8. To keep your luggage from 
rolling away simply stand up the 
leading piece.
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Adjust the angle of the TRS system to fit your height by 
tightening or loosening the adjustable strap.

Taller PeopleShorter People

Line the luggage up and lead with the smaller bag. 
Partially extend the retractable handle as shown.



Adjust Your Luggage Train to Your Height
The patent pending adjustable TRS strap is the first of its kind. Now you can make the extendable  
handle lower or higher to match the optional comfort and leverage needed for your height.
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When stowing wheeled 
pieces together, load 
  smaller piece top 
     handle first face up.
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When stowing the
Carry-On in overhead bins, position the wheels 
facing out toward the aisle as shown below. 

When unloading the Carry-On use grab 
handle on bottom of rolling chassis to pull
luggage out of the bin.

Properly pack luggage Stowing Carry-On in bin

Avoid improper packing to ensure your 
Carry-On fits in the overhead bins. It’s o.k. to 
over pack your Carry-On, however, be sure 
that every cubic inch is filled.  When your 
luggage is completely loaded, make sure it 
is square and flat on top.  This will allow it to 
fit into the overhead compartment of most 
aircraft.

Top panel square and 
flat packed

properly

Top panel bulging and  
rounded packed

improperly

Wheels
facing

out

CORRECT INCORRECT

A complete set of 
packing modules 
are included with 
each rolling luggage 
piece. Carry-On (3), 
Check-In (4), Check-
In XL (5)

Adjust the angle of the TRS system to fit your 
height. A tigher strap gives a higher profile 
while a looser strap gives a lower profile.

Higher profile for
taller people

Lower profile for
shorter people
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